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Introduction 

1 	My full name is Jonathan Douglas Gillard. I am a Committee Member of 

the Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association. 

2 	I am a Barrister and Solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand and have 
been practising law for 28 years. 

3 	I am giving evidence on behalf of the Kennedys Bush Road 

Neighbourhood Association in support of its further submission FS 2836 
in opposition to Submission 2170 by Rock Hill Limited. 

Scope of Evidence 

4 	To demonstrate: 
(a)that the proposal by Rock Hill Limited contained in submission 2170 

to extend the Redmond Spur Residential Hill zone and existing Rock Hill 

subdivision at the top of Kennedys Bush Road into a rural zone and 

extend the roading network into the rural zone will result in diminishing 

both the rural landscape and the outstanding natural landscape features; 
and 

(b)That the proposal would encroach on "significant landscape" areas 

as shown on the Stage 3 maps of the proposed Replacement District 
Plan. 

Executive Summary 

5 	The evidence will show that the proposal would diminish the outstanding 

natural features and landscapes that have already been identified by the 

Environment Court and High Court and the operative City Plan as worthy 

of protection from residential development including any further roading 

beyond the present contour level of residential development at the top of 
Kennedys Bush Road. 

History of the Site 

6 	Part of the land which is the subject of Rock Hill's submission to extend 
residential zoning into the rural zone and the roading network is 

immediately above the existing Rock Hill subdivision at the top of 
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Kennedys Bush Road. This subdivision and any further extension of it 

was extensively litigated through the Environment Court' and the High 
Court2  in 1997 in relation to a decision on Plan Change 20 of the 

Christchurch Transitional Plan (copies of decisions attached) at the time 

that the extension to the Kennedys Bush Road settlement was 
undertaken. 

7 	That litigation included considerable evidence from Rock Hill Limited, 

Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association and Christchurch City 

Council regarding the outstanding natural landscape above the 

proposed subdivision and the need for its protection. The outcome of 
that litigation is recorded in the paragraph 8 below. 

High Court and Environment Court 

8 	The Environment Court decision and the High Court decision both 

confirm that; the subject areas are areas of outstanding natural 

landscape and that any further "creep" uphill must be discouraged, that 

no further incursions of the existing Rock Hill subdivision should be 

permitted, and that it would be preferable for that land beyond and uphill 

of the existing Rock Hill subdivision to be held as a reserve. 

9 	As a result, the operative City Plan identifies the proposed subject areas 

as both outstanding natural landscapes and significant landscapes as 
shown on Stage 3 maps of the proposed Replacement District Plan. 

10 	There has been no material change to the rural landscape and the 

outstanding landscape features since the decision of the High Court. 

The adjoining Rock Hill subdivision has proceeded in accordance with 

the decisions of the Environment Court and High Court although the land 

above the subdivision has not been protected by way of reserve status 
as the Environment Court suggested it should be. 

1  Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association v Christchurch City Council w 63/77 

(Environment Court). 

2 Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association v Christchurch City Council 

AP 186/97 (High Court). 
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Conclusion 

11 	The proposal to extend the existing residential zone land into the rural 
and outstanding natural landscape areas would be inappropriate and the 
Courts have previously held that this land should be protected and any 
further residential development should not be encouraged and it would 
be preferable for this land to be protected as a reserve 

Dated this 27 th  day of August 2015 

Jonathan Douglas Gillard 

Kennedys Bush Road 
Neighbourhood Association 
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A N D CHRISTCHURCH CITY COUNCIL  
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Counsel: 	C B Atkinson QC for Appellant 
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Judgment: 

 

JUDGMENT OF PANCKHURST J  

Introduction:  

Christchurch presently has a shortfall in its land bank for future 

residential development. It is estimated that by the year 2016 of the order of 500 

further hectares of land may need to be rezoned. This case concerns the 

rezoning of about 23 hectares which the Christchurch City Council (the Council) 

considered would go some distance to addressing the problem. The 

appropriateness of confronting the rezoning issue on a piecemeal basis is at the 

heart of this appeal. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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The Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association (the 

Association) comprises the owners and occupiers of some 57 houses in 

Kennedys Bush Road on the lower slopes of the Port Hills south-east of 

Ha!swell, Christchurch. The houses are part of an existing subdivision 

colloquially known as the 'Coronation subdivision", since the development was 

promoted by the Council some 45 years ago to obtain revenue for the Queen's 

visit to the city. 

The Van Asch How Hay Trust (the Trust) owns land immediately 

adjacent and uphill from the subdivision. In 1993 it requested a change to the 

Christchurch Transitional District Plan to rezone approximately 23 hectares of its 

land from rural to residential. The Council, pursuant to Part II to the First 

Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991 adopted the request, after 

hearing submissions in opposition in December 1994. The Association referred 

the plan change to the Environment Court which, after an 8 day hearing in May 

1997, in essence upheld the Council's decision. The Association appealed to 

this Court on questions of law, pursuant to s299 of the Act. It contended that the 

Environment Court erred in its approach to the assessment of evidence given by 

key witnesses and erred in upholding the Council's decision to adopt a plan 

change which had been considered in isolation from the general review of the 

Christchurch Proposed Plan, The Trust and the Council in opposition argued 

that the case did not raise questions of law : that the questions formulated by the 

Appellant were truly factual in nature but were dressed up to suggest legal 

principles were involved. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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The existing development of Kennedys Bush Road is mature in 

character. The properties comprise a mix of large sections of typically 1500 

square meters, and residential/rural lifestyle lots of up to 5 hectares. Particularly 

the smaller properties are well planted and blend well into The lower slopes of the 

Port Hills. By contrast the land owned by the Trust is mainly in pasture, save for 

some exotic planting of Gully areas. Kennedys Bush Road is formed to the 

lowest point of the Trust land, where there is a pedestrian stile which gives 

access to a walking track along the spur of the subject 23 hectares of land. 

The Trust's proposal, known as "Plan Change 20", was described by 

the Environment Court in these terms: 

"The proposal is to rezone approximately 23 hectares of land 
on the lower slopes of the Port Hills south-east of Ha/swell at 
the end of the presently formed section of Kennedys Bush 
Road, from Rural to Residential 3F. The proposed zoning 
forms a Residential 3F sub-zone shown on a proposed 
development plan with some modifications to the 3E rules, 
which apply to the contiguous development, the most important 
being a drop in minimum section size to 850m2 with a 
'compensating averaging clause' requiring a minimum average 
of 1500m2 and a further restriction whereby the number of 
allotments shall not exceed 100. The 3E zone provides for a 
minimum section size of 1500m2." 

Plan change 20 was subsequently incorporated by the Council into its 

Proposed Plan which was notified in June 1995. In its decision the 

Environment Court noted that its decision upon the Association's reference 

(appeal) would have °a persuasive although not legally binding effect' upon the 

Council when it finally considered the terms of the Proposed Plan, unless 

important new evidence should come to light in the meantime. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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The Required Approach : s299: 

3299 of the Act provides that any party to a proceeding before the 

Environment Court may appeal against the decision "on a point of tee For the 

purposes of this case the approach required of this Court can be sufficiently 

gleaned from the full Court decision of the High Court in Countdown 

Properties v Dunedin City [1994] NZRMA 145, at 153: 

4... this Court will interfere with decisions of the Tribunal (now 
Environment Court) only if it considers that the Tribunal: 

applied a wrong legal test; or 

came to a conclusion without evidence or one to which, on 
evidence, it could not reasonably have come; or 

took into account matters which it should not have taken into 
account; or 

failed to take into account matters which it should have taken 
into account" 

For completeness it should be noted that the error of law relied upon must be 

one which materially affected the outcome before the Environment Court. 

Otherwise it would not be appropriate for this Court to grant relief. 

The Questions of Law: 

The questions of law were first formulated in a notice of motion on 

appeal dated 11 July 1997. Five issues were raised. The Council and the 

Trust each gave notice of intention to appear in relation to the appeal, and the 

Trust moved to strike out the appeal upon the grounds that the questions as 

formulated by the Association did not give rise to questions of law susceptible 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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of appeal under s299 of the Act. That application was argued before Hansen J 

on 9 October 1997, and in the end result the application was dismissed, subject 

to the Association filing an amended notice of appeal containing reformulated 

questions. The amended notice was filed on 10 November 1997, which 

enabled the appeal to proceed to hearing a month later. 

The questions of law finally formulated remain five in number, two of 

which are broken into two parts. Counsel adopted the format of citing a 

passage from the decision of the Environment Court, made a brief submission 

in relation to the approach adopted in that passage, and then formulated the 

question of law for determination. To appreciate the questions it is necessary 

to read them in the context of that format. In my view the questions can be 

conveniently divided into two lots. Questions 2. 3 and 4 allege that the 

Environment Court erred in relation to its approach to the evidence given by 

particular expert witnesses. In essence counsel argued that in each instance 

the Court adopted an approach which was at odds with that required of it under 

specified sections of the Act. These challenges can be sensibly considered as 

one aspect. 

The second aspect is more general in nature and involves a focus 

upon whether it was appropriate to uphold a plan change in relation to the 

rezoning of 23 hectares of land following consideration of that change in 

isolation from the general public review of the Christchurch Proposed Plan 

which will occur over the next few years. This issue, raised in questions 1 and 

5, constitutes a further discrete aspect of the appeal. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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Evidential Questions: 

Question 2 was formulated as follows: . 

Whether in preferring the approach of Messrs Miskell and 
Craig to that of Ms Lucas the Court identified the correct 
approach to the meaning and application of 'outstanding 
landscape' in terms of s6(b) of the Resource Management Act 
1991 particularly having regard to 87(f) and (g) of that Act?" 

This question is based upon a part of the Environment Court decision entitled 

4  The Visual Amenity Value of the Port Hills". 

SO of the Act defines matters of national importance which must be 

recognised and provided for by persons exercising resource management 

functions. Paragraph b of that section refers to: 

"the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes 
from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development." 

Each of the three expert witnesses identified in question 2 gave an expert 

assessment concerning the protection of the Port Hills as an outstanding 

landscape feature. Mr Misicell is a landscape architect and was called on 

behalf of the Trust. Ms Lucas, a landscape planner and architect was called by 

the Association, while Mr Craig is a landscape architect with, and called by, the 

Council. The evidence of these witnesses was reasonably extensive. The 

Environment Court's consideration of their evidence ran to about 4 pages of its 

decision. 

Counsel's submission in relation to question 2 was that the 

Environment Court gave no, or no sufficient weight, to the fact that the loss of 

amenity value upon a rezoning of the subject land would extend beyond the 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697



visual loss of those who lived nearby. Loss of amenity value was a theme 

variously addressed by the three experts. Mr Miskell expressed the view that 

the subject land was on the lower slopes of the Port Hills and did not constitute, 

in his view, an outstanding landscape. He assessed that concept in terms of 

visual impact. Mr Craig, for the Council, likewise considered the landscape 

value of the area from a visual perspective. The Environment Court 

summarised his conclusions in these terms: 

"Mr Craig does not Greet the proposal with Great enthusiasm 
but his considered opinion as to its effects, which is what the 
Act addresses, is that the effect from a landscape point of view 
will be acceptable if minimised by tree plantings and reasonably 
liberal section sizes and provided the implementation of this 
proposal does not lead to further development." 

Ms Lucas by contrast emphasised what the Environment Court described as 

"the spiritual value" of the Port Hills. That phrase was apparently used to 

capture the notion that enjoyment of the Port Hills was not limited to the purely 

visual : that there was an outstanding value additional to visual enjoyment of 

the landscape. Ms Lucas considered that Plan Change 20 would adversely 

impact upon that so called spiritual value of the Port Hills. 

As I understand it question 2 is founded upon the proposition that 

the approach of Ms Lucas was correct and that the Environment Court erred as 

a matter of law in finding the concept 'outstanding landscape"was limited to the 

visual aspect of a landscape. I do not read the decision of the Environment 

Court as defining outstanding landscape in the way suggested. Two quotations 

from the decision are of particular relevance. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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At pace 8 immediately following a description of Ms Lucas's 

evidence the Court concluded: 

"Her evidence was extensive and persuasive if one accepted 
the subject site as necessarily being within the ambit of the 
various concepts she espoused and as being within the open 
space rural policies and objectives of the plan. It is that line of 
demarcation which we must address." 

Later and following further reference to the expert evidence the Court 

concluded at p 10 of its decision: 

"It is our opinion that provided mitigation measures are 
undertaken and the section sizes remain at a reasonably liberal 
average, these lower slopes of the Port Hills can accommodate 
further residential development as proposed without having a 
great visual effect. We are however of the opinion that any 
further creep uphill must be discouraged and we will modify the 
proposed development plan as set forth in the change by 
ensuring that the land beyond and uphill of the fence fine is not 
shown as 3F land to prevent any further incursions at a high 
topographical level. It would be preferable as a reserve which 
could be considered at time of subdivision." 

Accordingly I do not understand the Court to have approached the meaning of 

'outstanding landscape" by rejecting the approach of Ms Lucas as compared to 

that of Messrs Miskell and Craig. Rather the Court concluded that the spiritual 

value for which Ms Lucas contended was referable to the extensive upper 

slopes of the Port Hills, not the lower slopes where Plan Change 20 was to 

occur. As the Court expressed it at the end of this section of its judgment: 

"Development of the subject site does not ... challenge the 
grandeur of the wilderness above and behind." 

It follows that the question as formulated was inappropriate. It was based on 

the premise that the Court's reliance upon the evidence of other witnesses in 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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preference to that of Ms LUC2S, necessarily entailed an erroneous approach to 

the meaning of "outstanding landscape". It did not. Assuming for present 

purposes (without deciding), that Ms Lucas' interpretation of the concept was 

correct, that interpretation was not doubted by the Court. The issue was dealt 

with on a purely factual basis. In these circumstances a formal answer to 

question 2 is not required. 

Question 3 was divided into two parts: 

"A. Whether the Court was correct in holding that the 
evidence of Professor Kissling Went far beyond the ambit 
of this Court in these present proceedings', having regard 
to the statutory criteria relevant to approval by the Council 
and the Court, including Section 32 of the (Act), of 
amount, locality and timing of substantial new subdivision 
for residential purposes? 

B. Whether the Court was correct in finding that the issues 
raised by Professor Kissling could be determined as a 
simple issue of fact without considering the alternatives 
which will arise at the hearing of the submissions, 
objections and appeals arising from consideration of the 
respondent's proposed plan?" 

I confess to difficulty in identifying the issues of law said to be raised by these 

questions. 

These questions are based upon a section of the Environment 

Court's decision entitled "The Traffic Effects and Servicing". Of course it is 

essential to read this section of the judgment as a whole. 

However, for present purposes I consider that it is sufficient to quote 

two extracts which clearly demonstrate the approach and conclusions of the 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
High Court AP 18697
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Court. First, at p 13: 

"There is no doubt that the increased traffic will have some 
effect upon the present settlement at Kennedys Bush Road. 
Indeed the present traffic flow will at least double, although 
when making that statement it must be remembered that the 
present flow is not great We heard from three traffic experts, 
one of whom was more concerned with the wider issue of 
vehicle usage and around Christchurch. The two engineers 
who concentrated on the immediate vicinity were Mr M K 
Thomson on behalf of the Council and Mr G L Huish on behalf 
of the Trust." 

There then followed a considered and quite extensive review of the evidence of 

these tIPIO witnesses. 

Next, at p 15, the Court continued: 

'Dimino to the evidence of Professor C C Kissfing, he 
addressed far wider issue in his evidence concerning the place 
of the private motorcar in the transport planning of the 
Canterbury region as a whole. He was opposed to piecemeal 
rezoning of peripheral properties within Christchurch and 
considered the whole matter should be put on hold. The 
matters raised by this witness are far beyond the ambit of this 
Court in these present proceedings. We find as a fact that this 
present proposal by itself will not exacerbate to any perceptible 
degree the problems which this witness addressed.' 

In my view these two extracts, read in the context of this section of the decision 

as a whole, are determinative of the present questions. 

It is plain that the Environment Court was faced with the 

commonplace situation of a divergence of expert evidence. Two witnesses 

considered that while Plan Change 20, involving a subdivision not to exceed 

100 properties, would have traffic implications these were not of a kind which 

would have significant impact for the residents in the area affected. Professor 
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Kissling on the other hand, called by the Association, gave rather more general 

evidence concerning the implications of piecemeal rezoning to permit 

residential development in Christchurch as a whole. He considered that a 

comprehensive approach was required : that Plan Change 20 should not be 

assessed in isolation from a consideration of rezoning for residential purposes 

in greater Christchurch generally. 

Faced with this conflict the Court concluded: 

"We find as a fact that this present proposal by itself will not 
exacerbate to any perceptible degree the problems Which this 
witness(P rofessor Kissling) addressed." 

In short the Court preferred the evidence of the other two witnesses. It is not a 

case, as counsel contended, of a failure to take account of evidence. 

Praressor Kissling's evidence was considered but in the event the Court did not 

agree with its focus. That was in my view a purely factual judgment and I am 

unable to discern a point of law in either question 3A or 38. Again a formal 

answer to the questions is not required. 

Question 4 was also double-barrelled: 

A. Whether the evidence of Mr Thomson which the Court 
referred to is capable of justifying the conclusion which it 
reached that the proposed subdivision could not 'prejudice 
a coherent approach to other land presently owned by the 
Trust and/or the Van Asch family and/or any other land in 
the vicinity?' 

B. Whether in any case that was the relevant question having 
regard to Mr Thomson's evidence and the provisions of 
the Resource Management Act 1991, particularly sections 
2, 5, 6, 7, 31, 32, 74 and 75?" 
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These questions concern a seven page section of the Environment Court's 

decision headed 'The Planning Issues including Consideration of Part and 

the District Plans". Mr Thomson is a senior planner with the Council who the 

Court called to give evidence since Mr Thomson's final view was at odds with 

that of the Council in relation to Plan Change 20. He was one of three highly 

qualified planners called before the Environment Court. The others were Ms 

Robson called by the Trust, and Mr Barber called by the Association. 

The evidence of all three witnesses was referred to in some detail in 

the relevant section of the Court's decision. A pivotal issue addressed by each 

was whether Plan Change 20 could be properly considered in isolation from a 

general review of the requirement for additional residential land for the city as a 

whcle. Mr Thomson considered that the subject land, subject to safeguards, 

was suitable for residential development and that the issue was not "if this land 

will be developed, but rather when and hoe As to timing, while he 

acknowledged there was a growing shortage of residential land in some parts 

of the city, Mr Thomson inclined to what he described as a perhaps over-

cautious stance : a preference to defer a decision on Plan Change 20 in favour 

of an integrated consideration of the future management options for all of the 

Trust's land in the course of the review of the city Proposed Plan. Ms Robson 

reached the opposite conclusion : there was no need to and it would be 

inappropriate to decline Plan Change 20 in favour of reassessment of it as part 

of the review. Finally, Mr Barber gave evidence to the effect that the subject 

land should not be rezoned for residential purposes at all. Thus when it was 
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appropriate to consider rezoning the subject land was not an issue for this 

witness. 

Against this skeletal reference to the planner's evidence, it is 

appropriate to return to question 4A: whether the evidence of Mr Thomson was 

capable of justifying the Court's conclusion that Plan Change 20 could be 

properly assessed in isolation from other potential residential land in the 

general vicinity. The answer to the question as framed is probably no, although 

Mr T'nomson's evidence was hardly unequivocal on the point. However, as 

counsel for the Association submitted, the question was misconceived. It 

ignored the fact that there was evidence from another planner, Ms Robson, 

directly supportive of the conclusion which the Court reached. 

Turning to question 43 I confess to difficulty in interpreting its thrust. 

It appears to focus on the contention that the Court was bound to decide 

whether Plan Change 20 could be properly assessed in isolation from a 

general consideration of all the options for residential rezoning for greater 

Christchurch, as opposed to in isolation from a consideration of the options for 

use of all of the Trust's land. 

Again in my view a close reading of the Court's decision does 

demonstrate that a sufficiently holistic approach was taken to this issue. At 

pages 26 -27 the Court made a factual finding that separate consideration of 

the plan change would not 'prejudice" a subsequent assessment of other 

options. More importantly, at p 29, the Court summarised why it was satisfied 



Plan Chance 20 was susceptible of an early and separate decision: 

"Taking the evidence of the planners as a composite whole, we 
do not find that the development of the land within Plan Change 
20 as proposed is contrary to the principles of sustainable 
management of the land resource for future generations 
provided the various mitigation measures, such as reserves, 
plantings etc to which we have referred, are put in place. That 
findina w not to be construed as civina any encouragement 
whatsoever to a spread of development (including roading) 1172 , beyond the present contour level on this particular spur. It is 	: 
also not to be construed as a catalyst for any spread to the 
south. Essentially we are faced with an existing development 
which still has some room for future expansion within its present 
and/or proposed boundaries and this decision is essentially a 
finishing-off of that enclave. That we feel to be consistent with 
the principle of consolidation having regard to existing under-
utilised services and will still maintain the area as a fairly small 
and compact settlement. lil/e agree that the present residents 
will see a change but we do not think that future generations will 
find that chance perceptible once buildings have been 
constructed and plantings established. Essentially it is a 
change from 100 to 200 households, the extension being 
achieved by a planned low density development interspersed 
by public walkways and reserves." 

To my mind this extract read in context demonstrates that the Court did 

properly have regard to relevant provisions of the Act. In the circumstances a 

yes/no answer to questions 4A and B is neither possible nor appropriate. The 

Appellant's contention of legal error is not upheld. 

Prematurity/Questions I and 5: 

As noted earlier these questions concerned the timing of a decision 

in relation to Plan Change 20, but addressed that issue as a matter of principle 

not from the perspective of evidence. The questions were formulated in these 
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terms: 

1. Whether in approving the proposed development the 
Environment Court effectively, or to an impermissible extent, 
precluded adequate and proper consideration, within the 
statutory criteria, of land of possibly equal or greater suitability 
at the time of consideration of the respondent's proposed plan 
which is publicly notified and awaits hearing? 

5. 	Whether the Court gave any sufficient weight to the statutory 
criteria and the matters referred to by the respondent's chief 
planning officer Mr Thomson in treating this proposal as one 
which might be dealt with separately from and without regard to 
the forthcoming consideration of the respondent's proposed 
plan?" 

I consider that the reference in question 5 to whether sufficient weight was 

given to matters raised by Mr Thomson is a duplication of question 4A. It 

follows that this question should be restricted to the issue whether sufficient 

weight was given to the relevant statutory criteria So read there is an obvious 

relaionship between questions 5 and 1. Both assert that the decision to 

uphold Plan Change 20 in advance of a consideration of the rezoning of other 

potential residential land in the course of the plan review was wrong in law 

because the principles of the Act precluded that course. 

Again a section of the Environment Court's decision, entitled "The 

Legal Issues', is directly in point. This section runs to about four pages. The 

Court recognised at the outset that a privately promoted plan change proposal 

brought into play all of the guiding principles enshrined in the Act. The 

discussion of legal issues included express reference to key sections 31, 32, 

35 and 72 - 76 inclusive. From a reading of this part of the Court's decision it is 

to my mind apparent that the statutory criteria were at the forefront of the 
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Court's consideration of whether this plan chance should be deferred. The 

conclusion (p 21) to the Courts discussion of legal issues, following express 

reference to various provisions in the Act, demonstrates an appropriate 

awareness or the weighting exercise which confronted it: 

alNe do not intend to discuss legal issues further because we 
are essentially dealing with a situation where the provision of 
residential land giving a choice of lifestyle is to be balanced 
against whether there is any adverse effect on a regional and 
district amenity. If that adverse effect is demonstrable or 
perceptive then that must be weighed against the benefits of 
the change presently being sought" 

The answer to questions 1 and 5 is no and yes respectively. However, as with 

the other questions I have real difficulty in accepting that these questions 

adequately raised points of law for consideration in terms of s299. 

Costs:  

Costs are resented to enable counsel to file memoranda. Counsel 

for the Council and for the Trust shall have ten days in which to file and 

counsel for the Association ten days in which to respond. Such memoranda 

should address the issues raised in the memorandum of Mr Oliver dated 9 

December 1997 concerning responsibility for the cost of production of the 

transcript, 62,288 inclusive of GST. 

Solicitors:  
Malley & Co, Christchurch, for Appellant 
P Steven, Christchurch City Council, Christchurch, for Respondent 
He!more Macdonald & Stanley, Christchurch, for Van Asch Hoon Hay Trust 
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Decision No. w/ G3/97 

DOUBLE SIDED 

IN THE MA'1 1 ER  of the Resource Management Act 
1991 

AND 

   

IN THE MATTER  of a reference under Clause 14 of 
the First Schedule to the Act 

BETWEEN 	KENNEDYS BUSH ROAD 
NEIGHBOURHOOD  
ASSOCIATION  

AND 

(Appeal: RMA 215/95) 

Appellant 

CHRISTCHURCH CITY  
COUNCIL  

Respondent 

VAN ASCH HOON HAY 
TRUST 

Applicant 

AND 

  

BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENT COURT 

His Honour Judge Treadwell presiding 
Mr R G Bishop 
Mrs N J Johnson 

HEARING  at CHRISTCHURCH on the 5th to the 8th and 12th to the 15th days of 
May 1997 

COUNSEL  

Mr C B Atkinson QC for the appellants 
Mr A Hearn QC for the applicant 
Mr A C Hughes-Johnson for the respondent 

DECISION 

This is a reference (deemed to be an appeal) to the Environment Court under Clause 
14 of the First Schedule to the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) by Lyall 

rdon Lukey on behalf of Kennedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association, a 
within the meaning of the Act, who made a submission in opposition to 
d plan change 20 to the Christchurch Transitional District Plan. The 
urch City Council (the Council) adopted a private plan change initiated by 
Asch Hoon Hay Trust (the Trust) and after hearing submissions approved 
ge. 

2836 Kennedys Bush Rd -
Environment Court W6397



The proposal is to rezone approximately 23 hectares of land on the lower slopes of 
the Port Hills south-east of Halswell at the end of the presently formed section of 
Kennedys Bush Road, from Rural to Residential 3F. The proposed zoning forms a 
Residential 3F sub-zone shown on a proposed development plan with some 
modifications to the 3E rules, which apply to the contiguous development, the most 
important being a drop in minimum section size to 850m2 with a compensating 
averaging clause requiring a minimum average of 1500m2 and a further restriction 
whereby the number of allotments shall not exceed 100. The 3E zone provides for a 
minimum section size of 1500m2. The Association comprises the owners and 
occupiers of some 57 households in the Kennedys Bush Road area. Kennedys Bush 
Road has recently been upgraded by Council and for part of its length has a nine 
metre carriageway with kerbing channelling and footpath. 

The existing subdivision whereon the north facing houses have been erected is 
colloquially known as the Coronation subdivision apparently being effected by 
Council in days gone past for the purpose of obtaining revenue for a royal visit. 
Houses are generally some 40 to 50 years old occupying larger than normal sections 
of some 1500m2. There is an absolute prohibition on further subdivision on that 
northern side. The southern side of the road has some smaller yet liberal sections 
fronting the road but generally properties at the rear have a residential/rural 
lifestyle with allotments ranging up to five hectares. An averaging of property sizes 
on both north and south consequently arrives at a misleading figure in the vicinity of 
11,000m2 per section. That figure is misleading because most of the properties on the 
southern side are very much larger whereas the properties on the northern side are 
very much smaller. The northern properuPs skirt the edge of a quarry which is now 
closed and is a public reserve. Kenrtedys Bush Road rises from its western extremity 
to the east where it meets the Trust property. The north facing sections are well 
vegetated and blend well into the background when viewed from the plains, the 
dominant effect being frees with the occasional house roof or facade visible amongst 
that vegetation. 

Where the formed road meets the Trust property there is a locked gate of vehicle 
width with a pedestrian stile beside it. If vehicles gain access a fairly well worn track 
leads along the crest of a rolling spur which more or less severs the land subject to 
this appeal into equal areas. Where the land proposed to be subdivided meets the 
steeper tussock covered slopes of the Port Hills a walking track continues 
terminating at the Summit Road. A paper road extending Kennedys Bush Road also 
traverses the southern slopes of the Trust property but this is not used by the public 
who find the track along the top of the spur more attractive in that it provides views 
to the north, west and south. Were the paper road followed, views to the north and 
west would be inhibited. 

The Trust property is mainly in pasture with some exotic plantations upon it, those 
plantations occupying small gullies to the north of the spur. The fenceline to the east 
Ifectively defines the transition from gentle rolling lower slopes to the more 

, 	4'1 'c unspoiled slopes of the Port Hills. This latter area is harsher land of 
.

t. nlsed1y different colour to the lower green pasture. The main growth is a silver 
foIJ4 hich is an important element of the flora of the hills. Once a pedestrian or 

ters upon the Trust property and follows the ridge the buildings in 
");Kenne. ps Bush Road are not particularly visible, being on sections which slope away 
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consider the matter under the following headings: 

need for further land in Christchurch for residential development. 
visual amenity value of the Port Hills. 

3 
from the viewer more or less on a regular receding contour similar to the contour of 
the western facing parts of the Trust property. The main visual affront is presently to 
the south-east where highly visible new homes have appeared on 40 hectare 
subdivisions. They will presumably blend more into the countryside when planting 
is established. 

We will discuss the question of visibility in a great deal more detail later save to say 
at this stage that the Trust property can only be seen with some difficulty from the 
plains and from Christchurch City but as one approaches closer from the east of 
Halswell glimpses and views of it become more frequent with the slopes farming the 
proposed change far more visible. 

THE PROPOSAL 

The proposal is adequately described on the plan attached marked "A" and on the 
proposed development plan marked "B". However the plan marked "A" which is 
the proposed change as adopted by Council includes a piece of land which forms 
part of the upper sloping tussock country. No-one suggested before us that this land 
should be included in any proposed subdivision because of its high visibility and its 
potential for destroying some of Port Hills' silver tussock land. On the plan marked 
"B" one can see a straight line which marks the fenceline now agreed by all as being 
the appropriate boundary of residential subdivision. The narrow piece of land to the 
east of that straight line which has a type of cog tooth at its eastern extremity is the 
land not suitable for subdivision. There is some suggestion that it should be set aside 
as reserve to prevent further expansion uphill, a proposition we will deal with later. 
The most important points to note are that various resFrves will be created enabling 
walkway linkages between the quarry reserve and the track to the Summit Road. 
These reserves are of reasonable width and will be planted with a view to shielding 
users from a perception of close urban subdivision. We will discuss this in a little 
more detail when dealing with the evidence of landscape architects and recreational 
experts. The last matter relating to the proposal which is of importance in a 
preliminary sense is that the Council has now incorporated plan change 20 into its 
proposed plan which has been publicly notified. 

Two submissions have essentially been received in respect of that plan, one being to 
delete the Trust land from the proposed plan as being within The Living Hill zone 
(Living Hill being the new name for hill developments), the other by the Trust 
seeking to extend the ambit of the zone in relation to their property and other 
properties owned by van Asch interests. 

No decision has been delivered on these submissions and we understand they have 
yet to be heard. This means that if regard is to be had to the proposed plan the Court 
can only take into account the plan as publicly notified, not the plan as it may appear 
following decisions on submissions. 

FORMAT 
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• The recreational value of the Port Hills and of the subject site in particular. 
• Traffic effects and servicing. 
• The local amenity values of Ken_nedys Bush Road. 
• The value of the subject site for farming. 
• The legal issues. 
• The Planning Issues including Part II RMA. 

Before embarking upon a consideration of these matters we wish to cover some 
preliminary issues. We acknowledge that the Court is charged with the same duties 
and powers as the Council when considering a plan change and this carries with it 
the power and duty to evaluate s.32 matters should the weight of conflicting material 
before us bring such issues into play. We record at the outset, and this was 
acknowledged by the appellant, that the Council for its part has paid careful, and one 
might say exhaustive, attention to s.32 matters with particular regard to the methods 
of achieving land for residential expansion in Christchurch and to the value of the 
Port Hills as an amenity. Although some of that material was not available to the 
hearing committee all was available to Council and this Court after notification of the 
plan. 

The second preliminary matter is that three Council officers, Ivan Thomson, Robert 
Hugh Watts, and Christopher Freeman, had given evidence before the Council and 
had prepared briefs for this hearing. The evidence was not entirely supportive of the 
Council decision nor entirely supportive of the appellant's nor the Trust position. 
Counsel acting for the respondent Council did not feel that he should call Mr 
Thomson, the senior Council planner and in respect of the other two witnesses, 
preferred not to call them although they were generally supportive of the Council 
position. The other parties were equally reluctant to call these witnesses because 
they did not wish to fully adopt the evidence as appearing in the briefs. The 
presiding Judge suggested that the better course would be for the Court to call these 
three witnesses, leaving it to counsel for the various parties to adopt or cross-
examine as the case may be. The Court made clear that this was for the convenience 
of the parties and the Crown would not bear responsibility for any cost in that 
regard. 

Turning now to the various issues for consideration. 

THE NEED FOR FURTHER LAND IN CHRISTCHURCH FOR RESIDENTIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Before embarking upon an analysis of the need or desirability of providing further 
land, we record that the Council have obviously decided upon a philosophical 
approach based to a degree upon the desires of its citizens. The concept of infill 
housing does not appear to have been well received by those in established 
residential areas and in particular we heard from Mr G D Coles, a resident of 
Beckenham and some-time Chairman of the Beckenham Neighbourhood Association, 
who represented the views of residents in that suburb. Mr Coles told us of the 

1_ op 5 , rtion to infill housing and the reasons for it. Mr Hearn, counsel for the Trust, 
—ilsêttçited by way of cross-examination of Mrs Lukey, a witness for the appellant, 

lactAhat most, if not all, neighbourhood associations adopt the same approach. 
db4t intend to enter into that argument in the course of these proceedings, but 

indicates .ce2 	y indicates a feeling amongst people and communities that the sustainable 
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management of their environment is not in their opinion well served by an infill 
policy. We understand the Council for its part has made an assessment of areas 
suitable for infill housing and areas where it considers that such intensified 
development is not in the interests of the community as a whole. Whatever may be 
the case with infill housing the evidence we have heard together with the provisions 
of the proposed plan show that it has not been regarded as an option for peripheral 
development. The intention of Council, largely unchallenged, is to blend the more 
intensive urban development of the central city into the rural landscape, which 
includes the Port Hills, by means of less intensive development culminating in a 1.00 
hectare minima for the building of a residential unit as opposed to the present 40 
hectare minima within peripheral rural - zones. 

The concept of a shortfall in the land bank for future development rests on the 
proposed plan continuing largely on the course plotted by the Transitional District 
Plan as opposed to reverting to a more draconian policy of enforced infill housing. 

The Council has for many years maintained that the land bank is adequate and that 
further land need not be set aside for future residential use. Private developers over 
at least a period of 20 years have maintained that this is not so. During the course of 
this present hearing we heard from Mr P Yeoman, an engineer who has conducted 
an intensive study into land availability and Mr Ivan Thomson, the senior planner, 
Planning Policy in the Environmental Policy and Planning Unit of the Christchurch 
City Council. Broadly speaking the conclusions of these gentlemen have now been 
accepted by Council and their conclusions are that there is a serious shortfall in 
vacant residential -land. Mr Thomson referred to the rate at which vacant residential 

in Christchuich has been taken up since 1986. In the past two years this has 
been approximately 80 hectares per annum. As at December of 1996 the now suspect 
Vacant Land Register upon which Council previously relied identified 983 hectares 
of land zoned for residential purposes as being vacant. The register showed that 
some 416 hectares were in the residential hill zones of the Port Hills. That land is 
being taken up at a current rate of some 18 hectares per annum. 

We do not intend to enter into a detailed assessment of the evidence of Mr Thomson 
at this stage save to say that recent studies have revealed that another 530 hectares of 
land may be needed in Christchurch by the year 2016 over and above areas already 
proposed to be rezoned. 

Mr Thomson acknowledges that the land the subject of this present change will go 
some way towards assisting in the shortfall of land but he was adamant, and we 
agree, that an additional 23 hectares is not great and that future land shortage should 
not be seen as the principal reason for Change 20 proceeding. On the other hand if 
the effects of rezoning this 23 hectares is seen to be largely beneficial with but minor 
adverse effects which can be remedied or mitigated then, if the rezoning is otherwise 
desirable, the overall picture of shortage would indicate that delay in addressing the 
future use of this land would achieve no useful purpose. 

err, 4 st frtrip to the evidence of Mr Yeoman. He undertook a very detailed analysis of id? land,`In e land bank purportedly vacant and available. He considered the lead-in , 
eliod rst eded before land suitable for subdivision would in fact come upon the 

n-lark427,  e took serious issue with the land alleged to be available on the Port Hills 
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and his site by site analysis persuaded this Court that the Port Hills vacant land 
availability scenario is suspect to the stage where it is frankly misleading. 

Of the 1020ha alleged to be available in the land bank register Mr Yeoman found 
some 257 hectares actually available which indicated that 97.7% of the total 
residential land in Christchurch was currently developed or unavailable for a variety 
of reasons. The land bank is therefore inadequate to provide for the planning period 
and the suggestion of 1020 hectares as being available was in his view incorrect and 
misleading. 

Turning to the hillside areas he again found a shortfall which in his opinion 
necessitated new spurs being brought into the land bank to provide for choice over 
the planning period. He assessed the various spurs and concluded that for the city to 
maintain the balance of flat to hillside zonings further opportunities particularly on 
easier slopes such as those available on Kennedys Bush spur provided ideal 
opportunities to supplement the shrinking and costly land bank on the eastern spurs. 

In summary, and as indicating the critical shortage of land, he concluded that the 
zoning of additional lands if appeals are involved would defer detailed site planning 
for any other site in the hillside suburbs for some two to three years. The appeal site 
has detailed planning already outlined. 

Again we have refrained from going into this evidence in great detail or making 
specific pronouncements upon the figures produced to us because these must be 
subject to overall consideration by Council for the purpose of developing strategies. 

We have however clearly reached the conclusion from the evidence of both the 
witnesses we have mentioned that there is presently a serious shortfall in both the 
flat and hillside areas. Provision of a further 23 hectares of land for reasonably low 
density development will provide a short breathing space without compromising to 
any degree the options the Council may have when considering future growth 
strategy. We are most certainly of the opinion that there is presently inadequate land 
for development therefore the provision of this land will not leave development 
resources in other parts of the city languishing as a result of an over-provision of 
land for low density residential development. 

We have not considered comments by other witnesses because we do not consider 
those other witnesses to have embarked upon the indepth studies needed to form 
any firm conclusion on the adequacy or otherwise of the land bank. 

THE VISUAL AMENITY VALUE 01 THE PORT HILLS 

This was one of the major controversial issues. Broadly speaking the main witnesses 
took different approaches. Mr D J Miskell, a landscape architect, approached the 
matter by commencing with distant views from higher buildings in the city centre 

tergiiinating with views available from Sparks Road and the lower parts of 
dys Bush Road in very close proximity to the subject site. Ms D J Lucas, a 

e planner and architect, appearing on behalf of the appellants took a 
t approach. Both are experienced landscape architects, Ms Lucas holding a 
qualification than Mr Miskell with a Master in Landscape Architecture 
g). Nevertheless the experience both have in their field is such that each has 
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a combined qualification and experience roughly comparable to the other. Ms Lucas 
tended to concentrate more on the experience of the subject site when closer to it or 
within it. She took no issue with the photographs produced by Mr Miskell showing 
the minimal contribution to Port Hills landscape afforded by the subject site from a 
distance, but did not agree that that had a great deal to do with the landscape context 
of the subject site when taken as a whole together with other aspects of the Port Hills 
in the vicinity. She still considered the aspect of Kermedys Bush spur to be important 
when viewed from parts of the plains and the city and in particular when viewed 
from the city edges. Mr A Craig a Landscape Architect called by the Council took a 
more pragmatic approach. Whilst giving full weight to landscape values he also 
considered the residential living environment. 

As is often the case with subjective opinions on matters of environmental quality, the 
policies and objectives of the plans, both proposed and transitional, are not 
particularly helpful in that balances must be struck between policies and objectives 
providing for residential development and those more directed at protectionism, 
whilst still bearing firmly in mind the provision of Part H of the Act. 

All plans, including the regional plan, do however place great emphasis on the 
protection of the Port Hills and it is not surprising that ongoing studies have been 
directed at assessing their visual importance and in further assessing whether there is 
any further potential for residential development. 

Whilst these reports have no statutory status, they are matters which a Council and 
this Court can take into account by reason of the wide powers contained in s.32 of the 
Act. One must not however place too great a weight upon such reports save to say 
that if they indicate a consistency in approach over a long period of time, then they 
have a limited persuasive force when making decisions as to whether the contents of 
those reports should in fact form part of the proposed district plan or of the -change 
to the transitional district plan. 

The first report was prepared by the Canterbury United Council in 1985 and is 
described as a Port Hills Landscape Study. This was subsequently incorporated into 
a report prepared by the Canterbury United Council in September of 1986 known as 
"The Port Hills, An Outstanding Regional Feature: Volume 1 Strategies and Objectives". 
An extension of development from the end of Kennedys Bush Road into the Trust 
property was shown in this report as being visually acceptable. We acknowledge 
however that this was a report prepared in terms of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1977 but nevertheless the general theme of landscape versus development does 
not appear to have greatly changed in this vicinity as a result of the RMA. 

Turning now to the evidence. To place this site in context Mr Miskell ascertained 
that the proposal involves less than 0.8% of the city backdrop. It is below the 160 
metre contour rendering it difficult to see except when close to it. Mr Miskell was 
quite adamant that any creep further up the hillside into the steeper more unspoiled 
country was unacceptable. Turning first to the RMA, Mr Miskell did not accept that 

bject site was part of an outstanding landscape in terms of s.6(b). He stated the 4%0 o v o when he told us that in his opinion visibility was a prerequisite for any 
effect and this site was only visible from a few places on the plains. In respect • 	- s.6(b)i, he did not agree that the site was within the part of the Port Hills that could 

'be terrned outstanding but acknowledged that it is close to the outstanding 
v- 
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landscape boundary he adopted but at a lower level. He then addressed s.5(c) of the 
Act and referred to mitigation measures which he considered should be undertaken 
to cope with the only adverse visual effects he could perceive. 

Ms Lucas took a slightly different approach. She started from the provisions of the 
Proposed Christchurch City Plan where in its general policy 2.7.8 it sought to 
establish a green edge on either side of the city. This was supported by an urban 
boundary policy aimed at ensuring that peripheral urban growth did not occur in a 
form detached from current urban boundaries. In respect of the rural goal it was that 
the open space character and low density form which distinguish the rural area 
should be maintained and enhanced. This was achievable by protection of the Port 
Hills which is a highly visible and generally open landscape and an outstanding 
landscape feature. This again brings us the full circle of ascertaining as a matter of 
fact whether this land qualifies as part of an outstanding landscape. 

Ms Lucas then referred to the Proposed Regional Policy Statement where it discusses 
the open character of Christchurch's Port Hills. This policy statement is a very 
forceful statement on the protection of this feature. However again the Court must 
decide where the line between development and protection should occur which 
brings us back to deciding whether development on the lower-lying spurs is or is not 
contrary to the policies and objectives of the regional plan. We understand the 
Regional Council made submissions but has not chosen to pursue those submissions 
relating to Change 20 at appellate level. 

As between the two witnesses we have so far discussed, Mr Miskell concentrated his 
evidence largely on the backdrop nature of the l'oi t Hills and in that context assesscd 
outstanding value. Ms Lucas for her part appeared largely to rest her case on the 
spiritual value of the Port Hills, their value as a landscape unit, and their history, 
concluding that the largely unmodified landscape was of immense value to residents 
and visitors. In her view the sustainability of the natural experience needed to be 
maintained as expressed in the Regional Policy Statement. That theme she 
developed in suggesting protection of the naturalness of the hills. They are not 
empty wilderness but doorstep wildness. She was unimpressed with subdivisions 
which became tree-clad because again she felt that that was out of character with the 
light often golden and open grassland spurs. 

Her evidence was extensive and persuasive if one accepted the subject site as 
necessarily being within the ambit of the various concepts she espoused and as being 
within the open space rural policies and objectives of the plan. It is that line of 
demarcation which we must address. 

The third witness Mr Craig, is a landscape architect working for the City Design Unit 
of the Christchurch City Council. He has been working for the Council for over five 
years with the aim of developing objectives and policies now incorporated into the 
proposed city plan. He addressed as his central issue whether or not the proposal 

' ins in. detracts from the existing landscape character and amenity of the Port 
c(rnt 2.  s% respect of the statutory plans and of the RMA. He differentiated between ti 

m fl 	 me ity nd character citing the definition under the Act of amenity values as "those \,n ( 
ecP, 	

i . 	1,,.,naturat\  physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people's F: 	1 	-7. mppreciatio of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence and cultural and recreational attributes". , 

-i. 	 
4,74-1±,t4,, he conclusion that amenity is clearly the attribute of quality given to the 

0 
/IMO k'y 
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environment that assures physiological and aesthetic wellbeing. Character he felt 
went a little further as meaning the overall form that arises as a combination of 
elements and their proportions in the environment such as trees, buildings and other 
topographical features. In the case of the Port Hills it was a combination of those 
elements with the elements of the city that give them their particular character. He 
stated: 

"It is therefore the relationship that the city has to the Port Hills and vice versa that 
make them particularly significant. It is not the elements by themselves." 

He developed this theme in the context of the Port Hills' uniqueness but significantly 
in his view what distinguished them from hills elsewhere is a very strong 
relationship that occurs between them and the city. As we understand it each flows 
towards and meets the others and it is this juxtaposition which is of importance. 

There was no doubt in the mind of Mr Craig that the bulk of the hills should remain 
rural in character from a landscape point of view. This necessitated an extensive 
rural area in order for the Port Hills to remain rural thus enabling them to function in 
the way he had described. His concern was that although the present proposal was 
but a small percentage of the total Port Hills land area, if a cumulative effect arose 
resulting in some form of creeping development, the value of the environment 
would diminish as would the cultural wellbeing of the city. 

By way of comment we have previously noted the studies which have been done and 
can see no support for a cumulative precedent effect caused by recognition of this 
particular proposal. There may be other areas which can be considered but they are 
very limited and would again be subject to intensiVe scrutiny. 

He correctly drew our attention to s.7(f) and s.7(g) of the Act relating to the 
maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment and finite 
characteristics of natural and physical resources. We are here dealing with a 
potential conflict in that we are being asked to maintain the quality of the 
environment represented by the Port Hills as against the enhancement of the quality 
of the residential environment if opportunity is given to build upon the lower slopes 
of the hills. That was acknowledged by Mr Craig although his evidence was largely 
from a landscape viewpoint. Essentially he felt that the relationship between rural 
and developed land would not greatly change because of the change 20 development 
by reason of the proposed section sizes. This melding through planting would occur 
after some time and would enable the new development to assimilate into the 
existing landscape. Mr Craig again expressed reservation about the extent of 
development which may in future occur. We have previously referred to his 
diametric opposition to any creep into the steeper slopes uphill. 

We consider his conclusions worth quoting in hill: 

conclusion, I want to say that the land in question may be suitable for residential ac 
. 	 - 	 elopment of the kind proposed, but only from a landscape point of view and for the 

,..reasys I have just outlined. Even within this point of view, there are two aspects to 
donistder. One is that the Port Hills landscape has to be considered from an overall 

. sttiiagic point of view and in this case the nature of the relationship of the Port Hills to 
the ty should, I believe, be taken account of This is the regional view and is the one 
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the Proposed City Plan appears to hold when it defers to the Regional Policy Statement 
that the land in question falls into. 

In summary, I would say that in a regional sense the proposal does not uphold the rural 
landscape character and amenity objectives with respect to the cumulative effects but it 
does maintain the existing pattern of urban development and its relationship to the city. 
This is also expressed in the Proposed City Plan in the form of the proposed zone 
boundaries. 

The second aspect relates to local landscape issues, particularly with regard to the 
maintenance of local landscape dm acter and amenity. Clearly the landscape character 
will inevitably change if the scheme change be approved, if the applicant implements the 
proposal as stated then the change would, in my opinion, not be wholly unsympathetic 
to that which exists." 

It can be seen that Mr Craig does not greet the proposal with great enthusiasm but 
his considered opinion as to its effects, which is what the RMA addresses, is that the 
effect from a landscape point of view will be acceptable if minimised by free 
plantings and reasonably liberal section sizes and provided the implementation of 
this proposal does not lead to further development. 

We agree. It is our opinion that provided mitigation measures are undertaken and 
the section sizes remain at a reasonably liberal average, these lower slopes of the Port 
Hills can accommodate further residential development as proposed without having 
a great visual effect. We are however of the opinion that any further creep uphill 
must be discouraged and we will mcdify the proposed development plan as set forth 
in the change by ensuring that the land beyond and uphill of the fenceline is not 
shown as 3F land to prevent any further incursions at a higher topographical level. It 
would be preferable as a reserve which could be considered at time of subdivision. 

Essentially we adopt the approach of Mr Miskell and Mr Craig concerning the 
question of outstanding value as it applies to the subject land. Mr Craig in particular 
identified the interaction between City and Hills. We are reminded of a simile 
whereby the City can be seen to lap like water against the lower reaches of the hills. 
This is particularly evident at night and is part of the character of Christchurch. 
Development of the subject site does not breach that concept nor challenge the 
grandeur of the wildness above and behind. 

THE RECREATIONAL VALUE OF THE PORT HILLS AND OF THE SUBJECT 
SITE IN PARTICULAR 

There is no question as to the recreational value of the Port Hills. The presence of an 
unspoiled wilderness area readily accessible to joggers, hikers, trail cyclists, and even 
motorists (via the Summit Road) virtually contiguous with a major city forms an 
historical heirloom which must be sustained for the benefit of future generations. 

„,.,..xice4uiedys Bush Road is one of the legal links to this resource. From the end of the isfiry;) portion of the road (which coincides with the termination of residential 
_a_de 	ent) an unformed but legal road continues on its way to the summit 

; N' hAff'qrIhns legal access to the hills. An adjacent quarry has been closed and is now 
being a4veloped into a recreation park by the Council which has also retained a 

:Iresidentfal section on Kennedys Bush Road creating a linkage between the quarry 
•• 7 
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Ost sey4 years and prior to that was involved in conservation management for the 
e artitpnt of Conservation as the Senior Conservation Officer (Recreation, Tourism 

lifibric Resources) between 1987 and 1990 and before that a Ranger with the 

We heard from three principal witnesses concerning the recreational situation, 
namely Ms K L Booth, Mr P G McGahan and Mr C Freeman. The former holds 
degrees of Batchelor of Arts with honours from the University of Otago and Master 
of Science from the University of Canterbury, both being geography majors with the 
Masterate being in outdoor recreation research She has worked in the field of 
outdoor recreation and tourism since 1986 with various departments and since 1990 
as a consultant. In 1993 she was appointed lecturer in the Department of Parks, 
Recreation and Tourism at Lincoln University. She is chairperson of the Canterbury 
Branch of the New Zealand Geographical Society and on the National Executive 
Board for the New Zealand Recreation Association. Mr McGahan holds a diploma in 

and ,  recreation management from Lincoln University and is a tourism and 
n consultant providing advice to operators involved in or establishing 

or nature based tourism activities. He has been in this consultancy for the 
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reserve and the road, a short distance from the termination of the formed portion. 
This residential section plus the formed road is not a particularly aesthetic or open 
space link but neverthelees provides some form of continuity. 

From the termination of the formed road the paper road then continues on the 
southern side of the spur which forms the centre part of the subject site and then 
wends its way uphill. The likelihood of it ever being formed for vehicular access is 
remote. As we have already recorded because views from the legal road are 
somewhat limited those making use of the track have deviated from its legal line and 
with the permission of the van Asch family the physical track follows the ridge line 
or spur line from whence panoramic views to the north can be obtained: This line of 
deviation leads more or less through the centre of the subject site to a point where it 
meets the steeper tussock slopes at which stage it roughly proceeds to follow the 
legal road line uphill. The intention behind the development plan which forms part 
of the plan change is to legally form what is presently the physical  track and to create 
a residential subdivision around it. The length involved appears to be some 10% of 
the total walking and/or cycling track from the termination of the formed road to the 
Summit Road. However we accept that a greater percentage of the visual amenity 
may be affected with views of the new subdivision being afforded from points 
further up the slopes beyond the boundary of the proposed plan change. The Trust 
in combination with Council and its officers have evolved a series of mitigation 
measures which can be seen on the annexed plan. Essentially a series of small 
reserves will be created with walkways through them of sufficient area to enable 
planting to largely screen out adjoining residences which may be erected within the 
area of plan change. Physically these reserves would enable a better linkage between 
the quarry reserve and the upper slopes but there can be no doubt that the amenity 
afforded by the present remoteness and lack of structures will change from pasture 
to more of a garden suburb environment and there will be a loss of some views over 
the plains. We must however record that the Trust is under no obligation to 
maintain open space merely for the benefit of recreational users and could well take 
advantage of plan provisions which allow forestry in certain circumstances. It must 
also be remembered that the Trust is under no obligation to allow access to the public 
to the present physical track and indeed notices indicate that the Trust exercises a 
right of closure during the lambing season. 
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Department of Lands and Survey. Recreational management has been an integral 
part of his career. Mr Freeman holds a diploma in Parks and Recreation and a 
National Certificate in Horticulture and is Management Planning Officer for the City 
Parks Unit. 

Essentially the difference between the first two witnesses was on the one hand an 
acceptance of mitigation measures (designed to increase the ability for secured 
recreational use) as a type of trade-off for the adverse amenity effect which would 
result from the loss of the present open space and on the other hand a more perfect 
approach whereby the land would be protected from any form of development 
(without compensation) and without the Council taking any active steps . to improve 
the present somewhat laissez faire situation. 

Both witnesses accepted the track as being a well used resort of considerable 
popularity. They agreed that the present physical alignment of the track was the 
most beneficial alignment insofar as enjoyment of the experience was concerned. 
Both accepted that the experience one will enjoy when walking along or through the 
area of the proposed development will change into a more urban experience with a 
consequent loss of the rural environment. 

It was generally agreed that a linkage between the quarry and the Kennedys Bush 
Track was desirable but this is presently achievable. The proposed plan change if 
development proceeds will ensure that an improved access will continue into the 
future through Council acquired reserves. This is important because the track is one 
of the more popular tracks probably as a result of its starting point and the fact that 
public transport is available right to ilia ., ;Parting point. Ms Booth weighed carefully 
the adverse effect of the loss of rural amenity for some 9% or 10% of tne track length 
against the beneficial effects resulting from reserves being secured and mitigation 
planting undertaken within those reserves and concluded that when those matters 
are combined with the realignment of the existing paper road the overall benefit to 
the public outweighed the loss of this small section of priyate rural land at the base of 
the southerly slopes of the Port Hills. 

Mr McGahan did not agree. He felt that the diminution of the recreational resource 
represented by the open space caused: 

"an irrevocable change to the recreational experience on Kennedys Bush spur. The 
current rural environment would become ultimately urban." 

In that context he was a proponent of the "thin end of the wedge" philosophy having 
little faith in the ability of the RMA tt: stop a flood of development if the present site 
was developed. We do not subscribe to that theory. 

Mr McGahan supported his views by discussing recent trends in recreation and 
tourism which do not appear to be disputed. He developed this theme to apply to 
the Kennedys Bush spur and the Port Hills in particular tracing the importance of the 

network since its establishment earlier this century. He then allied that 
nce with various studies undertaken recognising the value of the area 

its close proximity to the Christchurch urban area; its distinctive natural 
to the city; the contrast between rural and urban; and the broad range of 
al opportunities afforded. 
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In particular he isolated the lower reaches of Kennedys Bush Road track where it 
passes through the subject site as being of more moderate grade and accessible to 
those who would be unable to make use of the steeper uphill areas. He took 
particular issue with the proposed scheme change where it indicated that subdivision 
may take place on those steeper slopes. We have already commented on that 
particular issue. Lastly in respect of that aspect he commented on the fact that the 
development, by creeping further up the hillside, would intrude into the sight plane 
of those looking out from higher up the track whose hitherto unspoiled views would 
have a foreground of urban development. In this context Mr McGahan followed the 
theme of Ms Lucas concerning the spirituality of open space and we have no 
argument with that aspect. 

Lastly he discussed the RMA and the proposed district plan which we will deal with 
later in this decision. 

Mr Freeman was concerned at the uphill boundary which we have already 
commented upon. Otherwise with some reservations which can be addressed at 
subdivisional stage he considered the change to be basically sound. 

We concede that there will be some adverse effect upon the open space experience 
enjoyed by those making use of the lower slopes of the Port Hills occupied by the 
subject site. As against that the reserve space which will be vested in Council 
together with planting and realignment of the present paper road will be beneficial 
although we record again that M Lucas was not enamoured with a tree planting 
re.priie if it were intended to mitigate t El loss of the more burnt appearance of the 
open tussock and pasture land prjesenui existing Essentially we have concluded 
that the debate between these recre lion 1 witnesses is largely even. 
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house), Mr Thomson undertook a traffic count. The residents criticised the last count 
as being undertaken during the school holidays but that issue was not put to Mr 
Thomson who considered his survey a representative survey. With an engineer of 
his experience we doubt if he would have overlooked the advent of the school 
holidays. Data was collected in 1994 and rechecked at one of the count stations in 
1996. The count showed a generation of 7.6 vehicle trips per household per day 
which he found lower than the normal but consistent with settlements a little distant 
from services in that people tend to plan their trips a little better. Because of the limit 
of the proposed development to a further 100 units he considered that the generation 
from the new development would be 760 vehicles per day. 

At the behest of Kennedys Bush Road residents who have complained of the road, 
the Council has completed stage one of a two stage upgrade. The stage one 
development encompasses approximately half the existing hill section which has 
now been fully reconstructed with a new footpath, kerbs, channels and a nine metre 
wide carriageway. It is proposed to complete the development to the existing seal 
termination at the boundary of the subject site in the 1997/98 financial year. This is 
independent of the proposed plan change. 

It is the opinion of Mr Thomson that the reconstructed road will adequately service 
the traffic requirements of both the existing and proposed developments. He would 
expect some 929 vehicles per day average at the existing seal termination of 
Kennedys Bush Road and 1499 vehicles per day average just above the quarry park 
entrance. 

Mr Thomson addressed the safety of [he 1 lalswell school which he found satisfactory 
in traffic terms and finally proffered the opinion that the proposed plan change 
would not have significant adverse traffic effects on the road but that residents may 
view the increase in traffic as a reduction in local residential amenity. 

He finally addressed the intersection with Sparks Road / Halswell Junction Road 
which is a difficult intersection causing considerable problems. Apparently the 
matter is in hand with Transit New Zealand considering various suggestions by the 
City Council. This problem would exist regardless of the new development, but we 
observe that if there is such a bad intersection which will be used by traffic from the 
proposed development, then in an ideal world the proposed development should not 
be permitted until the problem has been addressed. We are nevertheless satisfied 
that the problem is being looked at and can only add our weight to the views 
expressed by Mr Thomson that the existing situation warrants some attention. 

The evidence of Mr Huish also covered the existing situation and repeated the 
evidence we have heard as to traffic counts and traffic generation. His evidence 
generally accorded with that of Mr Thomson although his traffic generation rate 
from the new development was slightly but not significantly lower. Of importance 
he noted that the road design had been adopted by Council for roads carrying 

eater volumes of traffic than would be caused by the proposed development. At 
vehicles per weekday between Hyndhope Road and the quarry this would be 

. 	 ow the figure of 2500 vehicles which is acceptable on a local road. 

cxik h also commented on fuel use and simply observed that the proposal is a 
aflistance from the city as is the start of the residential areas of Sumner and , 
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Clifton Hill. He supported Mr Thomson in the need for action on the intersection to 
which we have referred. 

On the wider issues of the route motorists will take from Christchurch to the 
proposal and return they did not agree that Sparks Road would be a preferred route. 

Residents who gave evidence before us were greatly concerned with visibility at 
some of the bends in the road and also concerned with the speed of downhill traffic 
and in particular trail cyclists who may have trailbiked from the Summit Road. The 
bend which concerns residents is towards the upper termination of the road which 
means that the number of householders entering that bend are a small percentage of 
the total residents presently living on the road. They were also concerned with 
kerbside parking which they consider still to be a problem despite the widening of 
the road. 

The traffic engineers we have so far mentioned expressed no great concern with the 
configuration of the road. In particular they considered the upgrading of the whole 
length of road to its present termination, whilst not curing all problems, will render 
the road safe by local road standards. If necessary further traffic controls could be 
put in place but they do not consider such additional controls presently necessary. 
We refer to no stopping lines and matters of that nature. 

On the question of adverse amenity effects we have no doubt that there will be some 
effect upon the amenities presently enjoyed by those exiting onto the roadway but 
we do not consider, having regard to the expenditure of public money upon this 
road, that its capacity should be h 1eld at an unrealistically low level. Insofar as the 
maps contained in the transitliona district plan are concerned the residents could 
have had no cause to believe that I4ennedys Bush Road would for all times terminate 
at the farm gate, having regard to its existence as a public paper road beYond that 
point. 

There was a suggestion that the Trust should form an alternative road through other 
van Asch property to alleviate traffic on Kennedy's Bush Road. The Trust has no 
control of that land but in any event the cost of such a road (which would not service 
a subdivision by creating access to sections to each side of the road) would be 
prohibitive and its value in relieving traffic on Kennedy's Bush Road debatable. 

Turning to the evidence of Professor C C Kissling, he addressed far wider issues in 
his evidence concerning the place of the private motorcar in the transport planning of 
the Canterbury region as a whole. He was opposed to piecemeal rezoning of 
peripheral properties within Christchurch and considered the whole matter should 
be put on hold. The matters raised by this witness are far beyond the ambit of this 
Court in these present proceedings. We find as a fact that this present proposal by 
itself will not exacerbate to any perceptible degree the problems which this witness 
addressed. 

—•*;:;7a4,  
.Q/.. question of other services namely water supply, sewage disposal, and 

'' $t97cwker disposal, we are satisfied that a development of the land covered by the 
rcto.se4 change can be accommodated now or at least addressed and provided for 

at the,'ue of subdivision. A water supply is available The present public sewer can 
ved to accommodate not only the proposed development but also any 
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reasonably foreseeable future development in the present Kennedys Bush Road 
settlement. 

Great concern was expressed by the residents over the history of this sewer. 
Apparently many properties were on septic tank and when further development was 
taking place a private sewer was mooted into which all residents would link. A 
decision was made whereby the Canterbury Drainage Board took the responsibility 
for putting in a public sewer, largely paid for out of general rates. The chairman of 
one of the local authorities apparently gave an assurance to the residents that no 
further development on Kennedys Bush Road would be.permitted to make use of 
this sewer and this was repeated in a letter received by a representative of those 
residents. All the Court can say is that the residents have been regrettably misled 
because once a public sewer is in place then the residents can have no further say 
regarding its use and it is for the local authority for the time being to decide on 
future linkages. This Court has no jurisdiction to decide who may or may not make 
use of such a public facility. 

On the question of stormwater disposal there is adequate space within the concept 
plan proposed for a type of sedimentation pond should run-off cause problems. This 
is a matter which can be fully attended to at the design stage of any proposed 
subdivision. 

THE LOCAL AMENITY VALUES OF KENNEDY'S BUSH ROAD 

This is the aspect of this case which brings to the fore the asyirations of those who are 
presently enjoying a reasonably skelt...red lifestyle the are now faced with the 
advent of others who wish to enjoy a similar lifestyle but who, by their very 
presence, will tend to change the existing environment and bring with them an 
additional urban element by occupying land which was hitherto in pasture. As we 
have mentioned the existing Kennedys Bush Road subdivision on the northern side 
is an historic accident caused by a previous Council raising money for royal tour 
purposes by subdividing and selling land. We are told that in those days the 
subdivision was regarded as somewhat of a maverick but more recent years have 
seen an increasing desire by people to live in such a semi-rural atmosphere with 
consequent rise in property values. Those residents on the southern side of the road 
in the main still own reasonably large properties by rural/residential standards. The 
proposed plan recognises that at least the frontages of those properties will be 
capable of further subdivision into sections with a minimum area of 1500 square 
metres while the remainder will be zoned Rural Hills. Some of those residents 
appeared before us and evinced no present desire to embark upon a similar 
subdivisional exercise further away from the road frontage but indicated a wish to 
have a zoning which would allow for subdivision into larger sections of up to 3000 
square metres. Nevertheless many of those on the southern side have made 
submissions seeking a zoning which will permit a greater depth of subdivision with ii  
1500 square metres or in some case 3000 square metres as the minima for section 
sizes. Whatever may happen there '11 remain a clearly recognised and still growing sim fp -suburb not attached to, nor likely to be attached to, the nearest Christchurch 

ke\`Z‘C 	settlement at Halswell. 

e in this enclave have formed a strong community bond represented by 
nedys Bush Road Neighbourhood Association Incorporated, the 
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incorporation being effected after the appeal was first filed. A change to the rules of 
the Association enable it to embrace wider issues than immediate neighbourhood 
concerns and many of those issues were traversed in the course of this appeal. 

The Court accepts without hesitation that the advent of another 100 houses will be 
perceived by the existing residents as adverse in respect of the environment they 
have come to enjoy. The aspects of benefit in the wider public context such as 
improved reserve access and matters of that nature, are unlikely to be perceived as 
having a great benefit on the immediate neighbourhood when one considers that 
they can presently wander up a reasonably quiet street and find themselves in open 
pastureland followed by the steeper wilder slopes of the Port Hills. The fact that 
another 100 households may be able to enjoy the wilder aspect of this environment 
carries with it an intensified use of a local street which will undoubtedly have a 
perceptible adverse effect upon this neighbourhood. 

Mrs S A Lukey, the chairperson of the Neighbourhood Association presented 
evidence on behalf of the residents and we have no doubt about the aspects she 
addressed as to the community feeling aroused by the advent of this plan change. 
We also heard evidence from Mr Coles representing another neighbourhood 
association at Beckenham and that Association also evinced strong feelings about any 
change in that neighbourhood which might in that case be caused by further infill 
development. As we previously mentioned Mr Ream in cross-examination of 
Mrs Lukey (who has attended many meetings involving other Neighbourhood 
Associations) elicited the fact that most are opposed to change if that change should 
result in any increased activity within the ambit of their particular neighbourhood. 

It is clear to the Court that in the eyes a: the residents the sustainable management of 
the Kennedys Bush Road neighbourhood and its quality for the benefit of future 
generations revolves around the ability of the Association to prevent any further 
development other than of a modest nature in their own particular bailiwick. 

Essentially the Court is faced with a protectionist approach to what is already there 
or a sustainable management option relating tb development of Christchurch as a 
whole whereby, subject to avoiding, remedying or mitigating adverse effects of 
activities on the environment, future generations may enjoy choices in their 
residential environment. The Court essentially accepts that growth must take place, 
the decision being as to the extent  to which it shbuld take place within any particular 
area and as to when  it should take place. Mr I Thomson, the senior planner for 
Christchurch City Council to whom we have previously referred essentially accepted 
this when he told us that the development of th$ parcel of land was not a question of 
"if" but a question of "how" and "when". 

Thus in the wider context of Christchurch City as a whole the wishes of the 
immediate residents must of necessity be subserkient provided environmental effects 
can be safeguarded and provided the environment of the Port Hills as a whole is not 

promised. 
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section prices but accept that sections in this area will be at a premium because of 
outlook and aspect but that premium may be balanced by the aspect of distance from 
the city. We are also not persuaded that the potential diversity of section sizes 
caused by an 850 square metre minima with an average of 1500 square metres will 
cause any great imbalance between potential development within the area of the 
proposed change and the present standards applying to Kennedys Bush Road both 
under the transitional and proposed plans. The averaging clause will provide a 
scattering of section sizes with the provisions of the rules of both the transitional and 
proposed plan ensuring that even should this subdivision proceed in stages each 
stage must itself contain a mixture of sizes. 

THE VALUE OF THE SUBJECT LAND FOR FARMING 

There appeared to be no great issue taken on this aspect with the Court finding 
ample evidence to indicate that the soil is not of high quality and is generally suitable 
only for pastoral or forestry purposes. It is even then merely at a break-even stage 
and totally dependent on being farmed as part of a larger unit. Its loss to farming is 
of no consequence when balanced against its value for residential purposes. Its only 
value to the community for other than residential purposes would be for reserve 
purposes and the Council has no interest in its acquisition for that purpose. 

THE LEGAL ISSUES 

Before moving to a final consideration of the provisions of Part II and the provision 
of the plans, both transitional and proposed, it is necessary to briefly traverse the 
matters of law which have been raised it, the course of this hearing. 

As previously recorded the matter being a private plan change adopted by Council 
brings into play all the provisions of the Act relating to the preparation of such a 
change in terms of the Act. Section 32(3) as inserted by the RMA Amendment Act 
1993 requires that challenges to objectives, policies, rules or other methods on the 
ground that subs(1) of the section has not been complied with may be made only in a 
submission made under the relevant sections of the RMA. In the present case no 
such submission was made (the amendment not being in force) but the question was 
raised in the appeal as filed. In the event the appellant quite correctly chose not to 
pursue the matter further because the Court had before it ample evidence showing 
that the Council had at all times in the preparation of its proposed plan, a wealth of 
material, reports, and other matters which it had exhaustively considered over the 
years. In particular it had given in-depth consideration to all methods of providing 
for the future growth of Christchurch and had essentially opted for a combination of 
various methods including intensificotion of development within existing boundaries 
whilst still providing for limited peripheral growth - that latter method providing 
choice for the citizens in their desired lifestyle. All this information was available 
after the plan was notified although some may not have been available to the hearing 
committee. Counsel acting for the appellants properly pointed to the fact that the 
Court has the same powers and duties as the Council and it is open for the Court to 

"firiNt. giv)kurther consideration to s.32 matters if it sees fit. 
/ 

"S he 'functions of the territorial authority commence with s31 of the RMA then ..• 'proceeas: through s32, and s.35 which lead to s.72 relating to the purpose of district 
ngt--c. -All matters of course are subject to the overriding requirements of Part II of 
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the Act. Sections 72 to 76 inclusive combined with the First Schedule to the Act set 
the statutory framework and principles guiding the formulation of a district plan 
through to its final operative form. 

Matters relating to requests for private plan changes commence at Clause 21 of the 
First Schedule and procedures under that particular part of the Act are subject to 
very severe time constraints which the territorial authority is bound to observe. For 
its part the Court would find it impossible in respect of a private plan change (unless 
a Council already had abundant material relating to the change in issue and had 
previously considered it, or unless a matter was comparatively minor) for a Council 
to have the time to apply s.32 to those proceedings. In terms of Clause 25(5) of the 
Schedule the request may be rejected but only on the grounds specified in Clause 
25(4) which does not include as a ground for rejection inadequacy of time for the 
Council to apply itself to the provisions of s.32. In the event it is not necessary for us 
to resolve that conflict in the course of this change for the reasons we have given. 

The next curious anomaly is contained in s.74 which directs the matters to be 
considered by territorial authorities. We suspect that this section does not have in 
contemplation a privately initiated plan change because s.74(1) refers to initiatives lay 
the territorial authority when it says: 

"A territorial authority shall prepare and change its district plan in accordance with its 
fiinctions under section 31, the provisions of Part II, its duty under section 32, and any 
regulations." 

A privately initiated change does not corn , . within the ambit of that subsection which 
is directed at the functions and powers of the local authority as initiator. Thus s.74 is 
directed at a situation where a district plan is being prepared or where an operative 
district plan is being changed by Council. It cannot apply to a proposed plan because 
one does not change a proposed plan, one varies it (Clause 16A, First Schedule). 

That approach is consistent with the wording of s.74(2) which requires the territorial 
authority in addition to the requirements of s.75(2) when: 

"... changing a district plan, a territorial authority shall have regard to 
(a) any proposed regional policy statement or regional plan on a matter of 
regional significance in respect of its district; and ..." 

Nowhere in the Act is there a suggestion that the authority, when considering plan 
changes, must take into account transitional or proposed plans unless one takes a 
somewhat convoluted approach to the transitional provisions of the Act when 
construing the definition of "district plan" namely s.373(1) where a transitional plan 
shall be deemed to be a district plan constituted for the district. 

The "deeming" provision would lead to a patent absurdity in the present case in that 
„ 	rtional district plan now overtaken by a proposed plan would be the dominant 

nt to be considered. 
/ cc 



However the Court for its part has no great problems with the matter because: 

1. The transitional plan is the plan which is to be changed and if that change is 
appropriate in terms of the RMA then the content of the transitional plan is 
largely irrelevant - what is relevant is whether it should be changed. 

2. The provisions of the proposed plan can be taken into account because the 
provisions of s.74 are mandatory but not exhaustive. It relates to matters to 
which the council shall have regard, not matters to which it may have regard if 
it so wishes. It can if it so wishes in the circumstances of a private plan change 
to a transitional district plan consider the matters contained in s.75 and in 
particular s25(1)(k) which relates to such additional matters as it may consider 
appropriate. We nevertheless agree with counsel for the Trust that the 
proposed plan does not have any particular force when considering an 
amendment to a transitional plan in that the proposed plan is superseding that 
transitional plan and the mere fact that the change to the transitional plan has 
been picked up by the proposed plan does not give it any further force or effect. 
It was submitted that we must have regard to the proposed plan only as it 
appears after public notification. Again we can find nothing in the Act which 
constrains us from considering the fact that, although the proposed plan as 
publicly notified mirrors a decision on the change to the transitional plan, it is 
still subject to contrary submission in much the same way as the present change 
and still subject to challenge. This is not an application for a resource consent. 

This leads us to the next submission 	was made, namely that determination of 
this appeal should await the decision of Me Council and/or the Court should an 
appeal follow on a similar provision now contained in the proposed plan. We simply 
remind the parties that a person who has commenced proceedings in terms of the 
RMA is entitled to a determination of those proceedings as soon as is practicable. 
That, coupled with the fact that this present proposal has been exhaustively 
examined in the course of its travels to this Court, leads us to conclude that there is 
no good reason why the change should not at this stage be considered on its merits 
as a change to a Transitional District Plan. We nevertheless concede that the 
determination of this Court in these proceedings would have a persuasive although 
not legally binding effect upon a Council when finally considering the proposed plan 
provisions unless new and important evidence had come to light in the intervening 
period. 

Put shortly the Court does not intend to assist what counsel for the Trust described 
as "review paralysis" by standing the matter down until all proceedings under the 
proposed plan have been determined. It must be remembered that the Trust first 
approached the Council in 1992; the proposed plan was notified in June 1995; the 
Council have taken approximately one year to organise some 4,500 submissions 
seeking some 11,000 decisions; it may be into mid-1998 before proceedings relating to 
this matter are heard; hearings may continue well into 1998. If matters are taken to 

cp,1 	nvironment Court we are looking well into the year 2000 which is totally 
4" 	irptable from the viewpoint of the Trust. To us it is clear that the privately anici eckchange procedures are intended to sidestep this type of paralysis and that 

heats for a plan change are entitled to expeditious determinations. We agree 
submissions addressed to us by counsel for the Council that the RMA 



should be viewed as a people Act and people are entitled to consideration without 
being fettered by rulings leading to an unnecessary and unattainable perfection in 
procedures. We have support in that particular view from Countdown Properties 
(Northlands) Limited  v Dunedin City Council  (1994) NZRMA at 145 where the High 
Court indicated that plan changes which had more than minimal planning worth 
should still be considered on their merits even though sponsored by private 
individuals unless they were sought within a "limited period" before a review. We 
agree with counsel for the respondent Council that "limited period" is clearly 
referable to the previous provisions of Clause 25 of the First Schedule which referred 
to notification of a privately requested plan change when a plan review was due 
within three months. That provision no longer appears in that clause following 
amendment. Also, as we have recorded, the legislature has clearly set its mind on an 
expeditious timetable as evidenced by the provisions of the Schedule relating to 
private changes. 

Turning to the submissions given to us on behalf of the appellant we do not accept 
that the RMA is much the same as its predecessor. It has substantially changed 
emphasis from rigid control to an assessment of effects although we agree that some 
of its concepts, such as sustainable management, have been present in planning law 
for many years but have been particularised in the present Act. 

We do not accept that there is any onus on any party by the mere fact that there is a 
change. In making that comment we have not considered the question of onus in the 
case of a privately initiated change rejected  by Council. In the present case however 
the change is proceeding as if it were a change initiated by Council which means that 
the only onus one can point to is the gent.„:Al Jule promulgated by the Court namely 
that the proponent or proponents of any particular change to a plan should make a 
case for that change by commencing first in the presentation of evidence. 

It was urged upon us that the economic benefit to individual landowners is either 
irrelevant or of relatively low priority in the planning process and that the expression 
"people and communities and their social, economic and cultural wellbeing and their 
health and safety" must be given a fairly wide interpretation. We agree with that 
proposition except to the extent that if an applicant can show that the activity 
proposed has no effect upon the wider community or the environment or any of the 
other matters required to be considered under the Act then in some cases the 
economic wellbeing of the individual may well be of importance. 

We do not intend to discuss legal issues further because we are essentially dealing 
with a situation where the provision of residential land giving a choice of lifestyle is 
to be balanced against whether there is any adverse effect on a regional and district 
amenity. If that adverse effect is demOnstrable or perceptible then that must be 
weighed against the benefits of the change presently being sought. The Court is not 
bound by precedent relating to cases which may have some factual similarity to the 
present proceedings and we do not intend to discuss them. 

PLANNING ISSUES INCLUDING  CONSIDERATION OF PART II AND 
ANS 

left this consideration until last because the planners who gave evidence 
had carefully collated and commented upon all aspects which the Court is 



called upon to consider including the matters we have already traversed. We have 
found the approach of all planners extremely helpful in the present proceedings and 
we have furthermore found the approach adopted thoroughly professional. In the 
course of considering their evidence we will consider and comment upon Part II of 
the Act and the Transitional and Proposed District Plans. It must however be 
remembered at all times when considering plans, that these proceedings relate to a 
change to those plans and therefore such a change, if considered otherwise desirable, 
should not be arbitrarily rejected merely because it may conflict with some arguable 
policy or objective which may at first sight appear to apply to it. 

We heard from three planners, Mr Ivan Thomson, BSC., MPHIL, MMZPI, the Senior 
Planner, Planning Policy in the Environmental Policy and Planning Unit of the 
Christchurch City Council; Ms A S Robson, Director of Robson Garland Limited, 
Resource Management Consultants in Christchurch, BSC., MSC (Resource 
Management)., MMZPI; and Mr M G Barber, Planning Consultant, MA (Hons) 
Geography, MA Reg Plan England, DIP TP and MMZPI. Until 1995 Mr Barber held 
the position of Manager Planning at the Canterbury Regional Council and prior to 
that in a similar capacity for the Canterbury United Council. Essentially the first two 
witnesses supported the use of the subject site for low density residential purposes, 
the main difference being on questions of timing and on whether the development of 
the particular parcel of land should be deferred pending consideration as to how it 
should be incorporated within a broader strategy of lower hill spur development. 
Mr Barber, did not consider provision of further land would be likely to assist the 
achievement of the overall objectives of the proposed city plan of urban 
consolidation and would have an adverse effect on the environment. Therefore it 
would be unlikely to promote the of the purposes of the Act. 

Of the three witnesses Mr Thomson gave a complete and detailed overview of the 
background leading to the present change and the Council's involvement in this 
particular development. He addressed six key issues as follows: 

• Whether the proposed change promotes the purposes of the Act, but in 
particular whether it is consistent with the Council's functions under s.31 in 
giving effect to the purpose of the Act. 

• Whether the proposed development is of a scale, character and intensity that 
will cause adverse effects on the existing environment and amenity. 

• Whether the opportunities for future generations to make decisions on the use 
of this particular resource will be compromised. 

The need for more land to be rezoned to enable people and communities to 
meet their social, economic and cultural needs. 

Adverse effects on the outstanding landscape character of the Port Hills. 

Whether the development is consistent with policies and objectives in the 
oposed Regional Policy Statement and Proposed City Plan. 

e seen Mr Thomson's evidence is heavily weighted towards a consideration 
zt I of the Act thus recognising the prime function of planning under the RMA. 
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When backgrounding his evidence he referred to information which was not 
available when the plan change submissions were heard by Council. It is our 
opinion that this information which is now public knowledge following public 
notification of the proposed plan serves to reinforce the decision reached by the 
Hearing Committee on Change number 20. Mr Thomson when questioned by the 
Court told us that the Hearing Committee was not the same committee as that which 
was involved in steering the proposed plan through to public notification, therefore 
they could not be deemed to have knowledge of the material now available as a 
result of notification of the Proposed Plan. 

The issues he identified which are supported in evidence are: 

• Notification of the proposed plan 24 June 1995. 

Availability of the Council's s.32 assessment of growth options, including the 
Kennedys Bush area. 

• Hearing and decisions on the Proposed Regional Policy Statement which are 
now completed except for eight outstanding references none of which affect the 
present hearing. 

• Release of the 1996 census and new population projections indicating a higher 
2016 population than anticipated. 

• New studies that suggest that the cily will need to provide more land than has 
been allowed for in the proposed city plan. 

• A reduction in the amount of vacant residential land to that listed in The 
residential land bank. 

• Evolution of case law in relation to s.32 and plan reviews. 

Mr Thomson referred to the significance of these changes with particular regard to 
the fact that the plan change was approved by Council against the recommendations 
of himself and another planner. His conclusion, a conclusion with which we agree, is 
that the case for rezoning has strengthened since the original hearing. The witness 
was still of the view however that the proposed plan change was premature. A most 
important comment in the preliminary stages of his evidence was: 

"... that this area and possibly the surrounding area still subject to submission, has a lot 
of favourable aspects in terms of meeting the requirements of the Resource Management 
Act and it is not a matter of if this land will be developed, but rather when and how." 

Mr Thomson then led us through s.32 of the Act which we do not intend to record in 
's decision, save to say that we are fully satisfied that the Council has anxiously 

conscientiously addressed itself to the many and complex matters 
unding this proposed plan change. The results of the analysis are however 

g and in respect of the subject site under the heading of "results of analysis" 
son said: 
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"42 The overall outcome on proposed new growth areas is shown in figure 1 and 

amounts to an additional 460 hectares (approximately). ... 

43 The section 32 assessment identified the Port Hills generally as an area where 
further urban development should be limited because of adverse effects on 
landscape values. With regard to Kennedys Bush, the analysis helped to 
crystallise the main issues which in my opinion, are the extent to which it is 
consistent with urban consolidation, and the effects on local amenity. Compared 
to other areas that have been rezoned in the Review the subject land, while not 
ranking highly, is certainly not in the category of being a non-starter. 

44 While the assessment has been comprehensive, there were obvious limitations on 
the level of detail that could be given to investigations on individual areas. It is 
possible that additional information provided through the submission process 
could lead to other sites being rezoned. (It is equally possible that some sites 
zoned in the Plan may be found wanting in terms of the Act.) Furthermore, no 
matter how objective one tries to be in evaluations of this sort the process is not an 
exact science and it is inevitable that an element of judgement will enter the 
decision making process. With this in mind the rest of my evidence will examine 
relevant plans and policy statements, introduce the Council's assessment of effects 
and round off by providing my overall assessment in terms of the relevant 
provisions in the Act." 

Mr Thomson then went on to address the plans and policies of the Transitional 
District Plan which contains the Residential 3E zone to which the land in the 
proposed change will be annexed os a IF sut zone (subject to a lower minimum 
section size and to an avaraging provisien). He referred to subdivision history 
dating back to 1950 and to the present considerable variation in section sizes with 
existing properties ranging from 810 square metres through to 5.5 hectares. He then 
went on to consider the proposed plan and the general overall urban strategy of the 
city. In the course of that debate he made a significant comment in terms of the 
RMA, namely "But at the end of the day, urbanisation will inevitably change the 
environment no matter what form it takes". 

Referring to the objective of consolidation, he generally commented that 
development of the subject site is pushing growth towards the city and not further 
out therefore the objective was not compromised. He again sounded the caveat 
which appears to be the general theme of opponents to this proposed change, namely 
that there is presently no barrier to further outspread of development. He 
considered that to be his main concern with respect to that objective. In that regard 
we comment on the error in the plan change which leaves an identifiable piece of 
land beyond the fenceline of the farm which incorporates some of the upper slopes of 
the Port Hills wherein the proposed parking area is to be situated. The Council have 
the opportunity of acquiring this land which would effectively make it the 
controlling authority in respect of any spread further uphill. That would alleviate 
part of Mr Thomson's concern as to a potential spread to the east but he is still 

us that there be no spread further south away from the city. Nevertheless his 
clusion was that the proposal was generally consistent with the objectives 
les for the Living zones in the Port Hills and he conceded some attempt had 
e to mitigate effects on the existing character of the area by provisions in 
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After briefly commenting on the proposed Living HA zone and the density of the 
proposed development with which he did not take issue, he moved to the Regional 
Policy Statement. His conclusion was that given the relatively small scale of the 
proposed change he did not consider it to be of regional significance. In the context 
of regional studies he acknowledged that the Kennedys Bush area was an area 
subject to consideration for urban development. He interpreted the recommendation 
as identifying the area as a candidate for urban development depending on how it 
measured up against other areas but considered that the Port Hills study was of 
limited value. 

As a result of his considerations he identified in paragraph 76 of his evidence key 
points which are worthy of recording, namely: 

Both regional and city proposed policies are promoting a consolidated urban form 
as opposed to unrestrained growth at the urban fringe. 

2. However, neither plan explicitly contains a type of urban fence around the 
existing area and accept that there will be a need for some development to occur at 
the urban edge. Nor do the plans attempt to define 'consolidation'. This 
immediately raises questions about how much peripheral development and where 
it should take place. 

3. The City Plan tries to provide the opportunity for the development of a choice of 
living environments covering the wide range of locations and differing densities. 

4. There are policies in the Plc; which ercGurage development to occur in a manner 
winch is sensitive to the environment in which it is to take place. 

5. Development is to generally be excluded from the upper slopes of the Port Hills, 
However, the Plan record s, and has provided for, additional development to 
occur on the lower slopes, with one or two exceptions. These exceptions relate to a 
small extension to the Scarborough Living Zone and to the Mount 
Pleasant/Moncks spur area which is at around about the 300 metre contour." 

Those key points to a large degree encapsulate the issues we are called upon to 
determine and also set a classic scenario for a private plan change application. 

Mr Thomson then considered the various site specific matters, all of which had been 
dealt with by other witnesses. He then moved to the consideration of relevant 
planning data including the number of new residential developments which have 
recently been approved. Most of those new developments will assist in meeting the 
shortage of land but will not solve the problem. In that regard he conceded that the 
additional land provided for by plan change 20 is for a different market than the 
subject land he had been discussing. Nevertheless he was of the opinion that recent 
plan changes and new proposals would provide sufficient land to avert any crisis 
thus negating any argument that there is a pressing need for development in the 

edys Bush Road area. 

fs, (7 01# Conclusions were set forth in paragraphs 110 et seq of his evidence which we will 
<6 .tt  r0:eot, except in precis form. 

I 
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1. Mr Thomson did not believe that the proposed development would deprive 

future generations of a significant resource but deferred to Messrs Craig and 
Freeman in that regard. 

2. The development is detached from the main urban area and does not have a 
robust barrier to further upward development thereby putting it in conflict 
with the policy against spread. 	As against this he considered the 
inconsistencies could be overcome and that careful infill of the land would help 
to consolidate the city and make efficient use of services provided development 
does not continue towards the south or east. 

3. The main issue was the question of potential adverse effects on the environment 
and in particular amenity values of the neighbourhood. That latter would 
involve doubling of vehicle trips; effect on general character of the present 
neighbourhood through another 100 units; effects on passive recreation. 

4. The residential area of Kennedys Bush represents a unique low density rural/ 
residential environment and conversion of land from rural to urban will 
inevitably result in changes to the area's character. Mitigation measures could 
include control of density of development and/or reducing the number of 
proposed dwellings (which the Council has already done); providing 
alternative access (which we do not consider feasible at this stage); vegetation 
on new allotments. 

5. The exclusion of the significant ecological area of the uphill slopes to which we 
have already referred. 

6. Potential adverse effects in terms of recreational value which can be mitigated. 

7. In relation to positive effects Mr Thomson referred to provision of open space 
reserves; walkway linkages; provision of a carpark for track users; 
improvements to the water supply. 

In his conclusions he considered that the subject land "does not emerge terribly badly" 
in respect of rezoning; that adverse effects had been mitigated to quite a considerable 
extent; and that the growing shortage of residential land was acknowledged. His 
final conclusion was: 

"I acknowledge that a growing shortage of residential land exists in some parts of the 
city and that the proposed development might help to plug a gap. 

But on balance I do not agree that, in this instance, this benefit overrides what I 
consider to be the need for an integrated approach to considering future management 
options for the remainder of the Appellant's land that is subject to submissions through 
the City Plan. While my stance could be seen as being over cautious, I believe the 
approach I am suggesting is the most appropriate means in this case of promoting the 
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 urpose of the Act." 
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Aq's ç. rt having heard all the evidence must comment in relation to that 
. It is difficult to see how the land on this spur (provided it is developed in 

ich prevents further spread to the east as a bare minimum and to the south 



as a desirable minimum) could be developed in a way which would prejudice a 
coherent approach to other land presently owned by the Trust and/or the van Asch 
family and/or any other land in the vicinity. 

Turning now to the evidence of Ms Robson on behalf of the Trust. She took us 
through the proposal, the Transitional District Plan and the provisions of the 
proposed review. We do not intend to repeat those matters here. She furthermore 
commented on statutory considerations including Part II of the Act. In that regard 
she concentrated on whether future generations would be compromised and whether 
there would be adverse effects on the environment. In the balancing exercise she 
referred to development of the subject land as removing some pressure for 
subdivision, in particular subdivision of high quality land on the plains with value 
for food, as against the alteration of character of the site which she did not believe 
constituted a significant adverse effect on the environment. Of benefit she referred to 
the linkages to be created by reserves. Of significance Ms Robson referred to the 
comments concerning postponing decisions on this land until the review had been 
processed and become operative. In that regard she pointed to the significant 
expression "at a rate" in s.5 of the Act when it states that sustainable management 
means managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical 
resources in a way, or at a rate  which enables people and communities to provide for 
their well being. The Court agrees with Ms Robson and with counsel for the Trust 
that the natural and physical resources as envisaged by s.5 of the Act cannot be 
developed at an acceptable rate if the type of review paralysis to which we have 
previously referred takes hold. We consider such stagnation must be resisted if the 
RMA is to work. 

Ms Robson accepted the evidence of Mr Miskell that the spur involved in this 
proposal was not outstanding provided the area referred to by Mr Craig on the 
upper slopes was removed from the proposal. She did not find the proposal 
offended any other matters in Part IL She then discussed integrated management 
and effects together with s.32 matters. We do not intend to debate the s.32 issues 
further for the reasons we have previously expressed. 

Turning to Ms Robson's views of resource management issues we are sympathetic to 
her views that the permissive presumption in s.9 of the Act when viewed against s.32 
imposes upon Councils a duty to see that regulatory intervention must be justified. 
In that regard however we must observe that it all revolves on a question of fact 
which is what this case is all about, namely whether the area of the Port Hills 
intended to be covered by low density residential subdivision should be preserved 
from such an exercise by reason of the Port Hills amenity value and the amenity 
value to the existing adjacent residential subdivision. 

Her conclusions were: 

"I do not believe that development of the site would generate significant adverse effects 
n either the local or the Port Hills environment. 

and is physically suitable for development and the proposed rules contained within 
u; zone will ensure that development is appropriate in terms of the character of the 
nd the local environment. The more restrictive rules of the rural zone are not 



necessary to manage the site so people can provide for their wellbeing or avoid, remedy 
or mitigate adverse effects. 

In addition I do not believe that approval of the Change will prejudice any overall 
strategy for the growth of the city. I therefore do not consider that it is appropriate to 
decline this change only to reassess it as part of the Review. I believe that the proposed 
zoning provides rules that are appropriate for the site and that the Change should be 
approved." 

Turning now to the evidence of Mr M G Barber, he considered the proposed change 
to be inconsistent with the objectives of the relevant regulatory instruments, 
particularly with regard to the objective of consolidation; the effect of the change in 
exacerbating the fragmentation and dispersal of urban growth; the effect of the 
change in achieving resource management and community goals for protecting 
landscape and amenity values of the Port Hills; the relevance of the 1986 Port Hills 
study; the availability of other means of meeting land needs for residential 
development. Mr Barber carefully took us through the relevant regulatory 
instruments but none of those instruments contain anything which could be remotely 
construed as a prohibition. In particular the objectives and policies in the proposed 
plan relating to peripheral urban development whilst referring to a primary 
emphasis on urban consolidation, nevertheless place the subject site within an area 
identified as one of several main new growth areas in and around Halswell. 

Objective 1 of the Proposed Regional Policey Statement (which is subject* to a 
reference to the Court) in relation to settlement and the built environment, in 
particular relates to physical expamior, :1 settlements while avoiding, remedying or 
mitigating adverse effects. The Regiona: Planning Scheme is couched in similar 
terms, directed at encouragement of consolidation and redevelopment; protection of 
high amenity areas, but only from change which would detract from that amenity; 
maintenance of intensity of settlement characteristic of rural areas; recognition of the 
special characteristics of the Port Hills; encouragement of consolidation of existing 
urban development; avoidance of the unnecessary coalescence of settlements. These 
are linked with development patterns to minimise transport and energy use which 
include limiting the extent of urban areas and encouraging self-containment. 

However those policies, whilst sounding very positive, are then qualified by a later 
statement, namely: 

"Policy 1 in most cases will be met by the consolidation of urban areas. However, this 
policy does not preclude extension of urban areas, but means that land use planning 
and resource management should seek to encourage the consolidation and infill of urban 
areas, to the extent that it is practical, whilst providing adequate land for the 
accommodation of anticipated development, and choice."  (emphasis added) 

This is reflected in the Proposed City Plan which contrasts containment within 
„se-present botuidaries as against isolated and dispersed patterns of growth. 

4,erc cz;tnt.. 
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use of the public funds invested in services including roading, is not inconsistent 
with the policies of the plans. 

Mr Barber then considered the visual and other amenities of the Port Hills and 
considered that notwithstanding the small area affected by Change 20 it could have a 
significant effect on the maintenance and enhancement of landscape values. In that 
regard he referred to the Port Hills study of 1986 and its purpose and did not 
consider that the findings in that study were in any way determinative of the issue 
and with that we agree. 

Taking the evidence of the planners as a composite whole, we do not find that the 
development of the land within Plan Change 20 as proposed is contrary to the 
principles of sustainable management of the land resource for future generations 
provided the various mitigation measures, such as reserves, plantings etc to which 
we have referred, are put in place. That finding is not to be construed as giving any 
encouragement whatsoever to a spread of development (including roading) beyond 
the present contour level on this particular spur. It is also not to be construed as a 
catalyst for any spread to the south. Essentially we are faced with an existing 
development which still has some room for future expansion within its present 
and/or proposed boundaries and this decision is essentially a finishing-off of that 
enclave. That we feel to be consistent with the principle of consolidation having 
regard to existing under-utilised services and will still maintain the area as a fairly 
small and compact settlement. We agree that the present residents will see a change 
but we do not think that future generations will find that change perceptible once 
buildings have been constructed and plantings established. Essentially it is a change 
from 100 to 200 households, the extension being achieved by a planned low density 
development interspersed by public walkways, and reserves. 

Conclusion 

As a result of the foregoing conclusions the afipeal is dismissed and the decision of 
Council confirmed except to the extent that the appeal relates to the land uphill of the 
fenceline. In that regard the change is to be niodified  by deleting that land from the 
3F zone which will result in it reverting to its pfresent operative zoning. The question 
of location of a public carpark can be resolved t time of subdivision. The question of 
reserve status of that land can be considered terms of the proposed plan should 
Council decide to promulgate a variation to gi e effect to this part of our decision. 

Costs are reserved but we do not consider th4 appeal lacked merit and our present 
view is that costs should lie where they fall. 

DATED  at Wellington this 20 itclay of 022 n 	1997 
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Appendix 3d. Development plan (Upper ICennedys Bus/s) 
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